
 

 

 

COMMON QUESTIONS REGARDING SEDATION DENTISTRY 

  

WILL I FEEL ANYTHING DURING MY DENTAL TREATMENT? 

Most of our patients that choose to use IV sedation to complete their dental treatment do not 

feel any pain or discomfort.  Patients wake up after treatment and are surprised that the dental 

procedure is over.  They are relaxed and comfortable and have no memory of the 

treatment.  We will get you numb for your treatment but you will be sedated when you get numb. 

WHAT SORT OF DENTAL TREATMENT CAN BE DONE 
UNDER IV SEDATION? 

We can do IV Sedation for patients with many dental needs or people that just need a cleaning 

and a few fillings.  IV sedation is also great for the busy individual that wants to get everything 

done in one dental appointment. 

IS IV SEDATION LIKE BEING UNCONSCIOUS? 

No. With IV sedation you will still be conscious and able to respond to our dental team when a 

request is made.  It allows you to be responsive while in a deeply relaxed state. 

IS IV SEDATION DENTISTRY SAFE? 

Sedation dentistry is a safe and effective way for many patients to receive their dental care from 

cleanings, fillings & crowns, or full smile makeovers. In addition Dr. Wallace receives on going 

training and testing in IV sedation techniques.  He also does several IV sedation cases each 

week keeping his skills fresh. 



HOW MUCH DOES IV SEDATION COST? 

Sedation dentistry at our office is priced at a fixed cost whether you need 1 hour of sedation or 

4+ hours of sedation.  We feel that if the sedation encourages you to get your dental work done 

then we want to make it as cost effective as we can for you to do so.  If you really need to know 

an exact cost, please call us at 912-756-2936 or send us an email 

admin@fordavenuefamilydentistry.com.   

HOW LONG DOES IT TAKE THE SEDATION TO WEAR OFF? 

The sedative that is given for IV sedation dentistry is given in a number of doses throughout 

your appointment based on what you need to feel comfortable.  So how fast the sedatives wear 

off depends on how big of a does you received and how quickly your body metabolizes the 

sedative drugs.  We typically recommend that the patient goes home and rests and they are 

typically feeling back to normal the next morning.  After your dental treatment with IV sedation 

you should not drive, drink alcohol, operate machinery or make any big decisions.  You also 

must have someone drive you home after your appointment. 

WILL I REMEMBER ANYTHING ABOUT MY SEDATION 
DENTISTRY APPOINTMENT? 

No you will not remember anything about your dental appointment if you choose sedation 

dentistry.  When Dr. Wallace calls the patient the next day to check on them they are typically 

stunned that they can’t remember anything about the appointment.  And they are in a very good 

mood when they leave the office with their friend or loved one that is driving them home. 

CAN I WORK THE NEXT DAY? 

Yes.  Our IV sedation patients report no problems with going to work the day after their 

appointment. However, this will depend on the dentistry completed and the type of work you do.  
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DOES MY DENTAL INSURANCE COVER THE IV SEDATION 
COST? 

In our experience, dental insurance does not cover the cost of IV sedation.  Dental insurance 

typically just covers basic dental care.  We can help you determine if your dental insurance will 

pay for IV Sedation. 

HOW DO YOU KEEP MY MOUTH OPEN WHILE I AM 
SEDATED? 

To keep your mouth open we use a soft mouth prop that allows your jaw to rest while we take 

care of your dental needs. 

WHO IS A GOOD CANDIDATE FOR IV SEDATION 
DENTISTRY? 

If you experience dental anxiety you are a good candidate for IV Sedation.  Any of the concerns 

listed below that you have can be discussed at your first appointment with Dr. Wallace to 

determine if you are a good candidate. 

 Fear of a dental visit 

 Severe dental anxiety 

 A previous traumatic dental experience 

 Extremely Sensitive teeth 

 Fear of the sounds or smells of a dental office 

 Need for a lot of dental treatment 

 You don’t have a lot of time for dental treatments.  Travel, executive, busy mom 

 You have a strong gag reflex and/or you have trouble getting numb 

 You want to be comfortable during your dental treatment 

 


